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ADDENDUM # 2
To:

ALL PROSPECTIVE FIRMS

Re:

INVITATION FOR BIDS: 16-045-DS Body Cameras for LEC

The Invitation for Bids, referenced above, includes additional information as follows:
1.

How many locations are you outfitting the BWC and do you need multi docking stations at those locations?
(If multiple locations, how many body camera units at each location?) :
BCSO operates with five (5) Patrol Districts and a Traffic Unit. We will be breaking out this initial purchase
of 100 cameras between those 6 entities. Based on this there will be approx. 16 cameras in each
District/Traffic. Multi Docking stations could be necessary based on how many units your docking station
can handle at one time. i.e. if the largest unit you have holds 5 BWC's I could easily envision two of them in
each location. If your largest unit can hold 20 then I would only see the need for 1 at each location.

2.

If you would like to go with in-house storage solution instead of cloud can we work with you on that
solution?
The proposal should detail what the vendor feels are the minimum specifications for size and type of storage.
Also information on the actual file sizes and format for the downloaded video/still shots should be
documented

3.

How do you want to handle installation and/or Training?
Installation should be handled by the selected vendor. BCSO would provide the necessary IT staff to assist
said vendor. Training should be handled by the selected vendor as it relates to the actual use and care of the
BCW to include the video and still photo usage, the downloading process, the search and retrieval process,
along with the redacting process if it is offered. BCSO will address all procedural issues regarding the daily
use of the cameras. A BCSO representative would needs to have contact with the selected vendor to go over
any camera settings/options that need to be determined and set before training can occur.

Please incorporate this change into the Invitation for Bid and acknowledge receipt of this addendum on your bid form.

Sincerely,

Desmond R. Schneider
Desmond R. Schneider
Procurement Officer I

